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A neighbor design is an arrangement of r copies of each of z’ varieties into b 
circular blocks of size k :- I such that neighboring objects in each block are 
distinct and every pair of distinct varieties appears as neighbors in the set of 
circular blocks exactly h times. Necessary conditions for the existence of a neighbor 
design with these parameters C, k, h, I’, b are that r r h(a - 1)/2, and b = 
Xo(u - 1)/2k be integers for k 1 2 and ~3 :-, 2; and for k = 2 or v  = 2, it is also 
necessary that h be even or k be even, respectively. In this paper we show that 
these necessary conditions are also sufficient by giving a method to construct a 
neighbor design for all values of the parameters satisfying the necessary con- 
ditions. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A problem in the design of experiments for use in serology requires the 
arrangement of samples from u different virus preparations into b circular 
plates, each plate holding exactly li ..> 1 samples arranged circularly around 
an antiserum such that (1) adjacent samples in each plate are from distinct 
preparations, and (2) every pair of distinct preparations appears adjacent1 
(as neighbors) in the entire set of b plates an equal number of times. Figure I 
shows such a plate with k = 5. In the plate, the five samples are arranged 
circularly such that sample I is adjacent to samples 2 and 5, sample 2 is 
adjacent to samples I and 3, and so on. 
Such an arrangement is called a neighbor design by Rees who first intro- 
duced it in [8]. For k L== 2, we adopt the convention that the pair of samples 
in each plate is counted twice as neighbors. Tt can then easily be shown 
that if h is the number of times each pair of distinct virus preparations 
appears as neighbors in the set of b plates in a neighbor design, then each 
virus preparation must appear exactly r = h(v ~ I)/2 times as samples 
on the b plates and that b = w/k :- Xc(v --. 1)/2k. 
More generally, we consider a neighbor design with parameters v, k, A, 6, r, 
as an arrangement of Y copies of each of v distinct objects (called varieties) 
into b “such” plates (called blocks), each block containing k objects, such that 
1 This requirement is imposed due to possible interaction between adjacent samples. 
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FIGURE I 
each pair of distinct varieties occurs as neighbors in the set of blocks exactly 
A times. The same variety may occur more than once in a block but neigh- 
boring objects must be distinct. To indicate the circular arrangement of the k 
objects in a block, we denote a block by a sequence (a, , a2 ,..., aJ where ai 
is adjacent to a,+l for i = l,..., k and u~+~ = a, by convention. The k pairs 
of neighbors in (a,, a, ,..., as) are then ((a, , a,+J, i = I,..., k}. 
Since b and r are uniquely determined by u, k, h, we shall denote a 
neighbor design with parameters u, k, A, U, r simply by ND(v, k, A). Clearly, 
necessary conditions for the existence of an ND(v, k, A) are that 
A(17 --~ 1) 3 0 (mod 21, (1.1) 
Av(u - 1) = 0 (mod 2k), (l-2) 
XEO (mod 2) if k = 2, (1.3) 
v > 2 and k :~ 0 (mod 2) if v = 2. (1.4) 
If k = 2, then h is necessarily even due to our convention in counting 
neighbors. Furthermore, ND(v, 3, 2h’) can always be constructed by taking 
each of the (i) pairs of varieties A’ times as the b blocks. Tf u = 2 and k = 2k’, 
then h = bk and an ND(2,2k’, bk) can be constructed by taking each of the 
b blocks of size 2k’ as (xyxq~ ... xy) where x, y are the two varieties. Tn view 
of these, we shall assume henceforth that k > 3 and v 3 3. 
Tn the rest of the paper we show how to construct an ND(v, k, A) for all 
values of v 3 3, k > 3, A, satisfying (1.1) and (1 .2),2 thereby proving that 
the necessary conditions (l.l)-(1.4) are also sufficient for the existence of 
* For convenience, we shall refer to these values of c, k, X as pnrame/ers of a neighbor 
design and assume in the rest of the paper that whenever L’, k, h are mentioned, they are 
parameters of an ND. 
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a neighbor design. Two essentially different methods are used in the con- 
struction. The first uses the distribution of sets of integers into special 
arrays to construct neighbor designs with k = p, an odd prime, or k = 3’. 
Next we show that these neighbor designs so constructed have a special 
property which enables us to construct other neighbor designs when k is a 
composite integer. 
Historically, Rees constructed neighbor designs for every odd u with k = u 
and gave some miscellaneous constructions for tr K< 41, k < 10, h = 1 [8]. 
We remark here that the blocks of an ND(o, k, 1) also serve as a covering 
of the complete graph K,. by k-cycles. In particular, it is well known that KZnfl 
is the sum of n spanning cycles [1], and these cycles form the blocks of an 
ND(2n t- 1, 2n t- I, 1). Tn [7], Lawless pointed out that the balanced 
incomplete block designs given by Sprott’s Series B [I I] with v = 2mk + I 
a prime power are also neighbor designs. Hwang [2] showed that neighbor 
designs can be constructed for 
(i) u=2k+ l,h= I; 
(ii) 21 = 2ik + 1, X = 1, k K 0 (mod2); 
(iii) D = 2mk + 1, X = 1, k 0 (mod 4). 
In [4], we showed that neighbor designs exist for v = 2n + 1, hn x 0 
(mod k), and hn(n i 1) ~1 0 (mod 4). In a subsequent paper [5], we showed 
that neighbor designs exist for ZI = 2n + 1, An = 0 (mod k). 
A neighbor design is known as a balanced circuit design if objects in the 
same block are distinct. Hence k < v for balanced circuit designs and for 
k = 3, neighbor designs, balanced circuit designs, and triple systems are all 
synonymous. In [9], Rosa and Huang showed that for k = 3, 4, 5, 6, the 
necessary conditions (1.1) and (1.2) are also sufficient for the existence of a 
balanced circuit design. For /\ == 1 and ~1 ~: 1 (mod 2k), Rosa also 
constructed balanced circuit designs for k = 2 (mod 4) [IO], and Kotzig for 
k = 0 (mod 4) [63. 
We give below some examples of neighbor designs: 
(1) An IVD(5, 5, 1) (12345) 
(13524) 
(2) An ND(5, 10, 1) ( I2345 13524) 
(3) An ND(7, 3, 1) (124) 
(235) 
(346) 
(457) 
(561) 
(672) 
(713) 
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I  
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS, NOTATION, AND DEFINITIONS 
Without loss of generality, we may let the set of ZI varieties be 
v G { 1, 2,..., 2n + l} if v is odd and V -= (1, 2 ,..., 212 + 1, o} if v is even. 
A block containing co is called a special block, otherwise, a regular block. Let 
v* = 211 L 1. For any pair of distinct varieties a, 6, not co, in V, let d(a, b), 
the distame between a and b, be the samllest positive residue mod L’* which is 
congruent to either (a - b) or (b - a). Let d(a, co) = co. For example, if 
v == 7 or 5, then d(2, 6) = 3, d(1, 7) = 1. We may also visualize d(a, b) 
as the distance between a and b on the cycle (1,2, 3,..., P*, 1). It is clear that 
I < d(a, b) < n. 
Let M be an m x k matrix whose elements are positive integers or a 
special symbol 03. We shall consider each row of M as a vector and as usual, 
x . y denotes the scalar product of x and y. M is called a 2-balanced array if 
(1) any row of A4 containing co contains an even number of co’s. 
(2) for any row r which does not contain co, there exists a vector 
ur = (a1 , U% ,..., arc), ui = + 1, such that r * cr,. = 0. Equivalently, we may 
say that there exists a sign assignment to elements of r such that the resulting 
row sums to zero. 
Tf the condition r . u, = 0 is replaced by r . cr, -Y 0 (mod w), we call 
M a 2-balanced array mod w. Any sequence of numbers satisfying (2) is 
called a balanced row, (or balanced row mod w if r * u,. -7 0 (mod w)). Note 
that the concatenation of any two balanced rows is a balanced row; the 
concatenation of any balanced row mod w with a balanced row is a balanced 
row mod IV. In particular, concatenating pairs of equal numbers to a balanced 
row (or a balanced row mod w) produces a balanced row (or a balanced row 
mod w). To indicate the desired sign assignments, we shall let X denote the 
fact that the ui corresponding to x is - 1. For example, (,;o’l) is a 2-balanced 
array and (i$) is a 2-balanced array mod 13. Clearly, 2-balanced arrays are 
also 2-balanced arrays mod w for arbitrary w. 
Let I, denote the set of positive integers { 1, 2,..., n} and I,* = f, u { co>. 
Let .I’” denote the multiset consisting of h copies of the set X. The relationship 
between ‘-balanced arrays and neighbor designs is seen from the following 
theorems. 
THEOREM 1. If InA (or I,*“) can be arranged into an m x k 2-balanced 
array mod P*, then we can construct an ND(v, k, A) where v = 2n + 1 
(or 2n 4- 2). 
ProoJ Let M be the given 2-balanced array mod v*. We prove Theorem 1 
by actually constructing an ND(o, k, X) from M. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume each row of M to be of the form (d, , dz ,..., dk) where 
d 1 ,...> d,<-,, E I, and the last 21 (possibly none) dj’s are 00’s. From each row 
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r = (d, , d2 ,..., dJ of M we construct a block B, = (a, , a2 ,..., a,), called 
a base block: 
(1) If 1 > 0, let a, = 1, u,+~ = ai + di 3 if both ai and di + CCI, 
aiF z CO if ai f co, di = co, and ai+l = 1 if ai = df = zo. The last 
21 - 1 ai’s so constructed are cc 1 cc **a 1 co. 
(2) If I = 0, let gr = (‘TV , u.? ,..., (sJ be the vector of +1’s such that 
r . (TV = 0 mod v*. Let a, == 1 and ai+, = ai + aidi . Here a, = a, + 
xi-’ oidi G+ a, - alCdi, mod u*. 
Since d(a, , aj & dJ = di , each of the m base blocks so constructed has the 
property that d(ai , ai+l) = di , i := I,..., k (ak.+l + q by convention). 
From each of the base blocks B, we construct a set of v* blocks cyclically 
as follows. If B = (a, , a, ,..., a,), let Btl) = (a!“), ai’) ,..., a:)), I = 0, l,..., 
V* - 1, where al”’ = a, + I. Denoting this set of v* blocks generated from B 
by [B] and viewing [B] as a o* x k matrix whose Ith row is B”‘, we see that 
the columns of [B] are either some cyclic permutations of (1, 2, 3...., v*) 
or a column of crj’s. 
As an illustration, let v = 6, k = 3, h = 2, n = 2. Here f:’ can be 
arranged into the 2-balanced array M = (ii%). The base blocks are 
B, =: (123) and Bz = (13 cc). We have 
lBllz @. [B31 :.= fi). 
It is easy to see that the IO blocks in [B,], [I?,] form an ND(6. 3. 2). In 
general, if BI ,..., B, are the m base blocks so constructed from some m Y k 
2-balanced arrays mod v* whose elements are precisely I,” (or I:“), then the 
set of mu* blocks [B,] ,..., [Bn,] f orm an ND(u, k, h) where L’ =m 2n t 1 
(or z> = 2n -+ 2). This can easily be seen from the fact that if (a, 6) is any pair 
of distinct varieties, then (a, b) appears as neighbors once in columns 
(i, i + 1) of some [&I iff d(a, b) = d(a, , ai+l) (column k - 1 column 1 
by convention). Since each possible dj appears exaxtly h times in M. (a, b) 
appears as neighbors exactly h times in the sets of blocks [&I,.... [B,,,] and 
Theorem 1 is proved. 
THEOREM 2. Let k = p be an odd prime and v = 2n - I =~ pt. Let 
S == (t. 2t,..., [(p - 1)/2]t) be the set of all lumbers in I, divisible by t. [f 
(I, - S) can be arranged into a 2-balanced array mod v, then we can construct 
a ND(v, k, 1). 
3 All sums are reduced mod L:* to an element of V if necessary. We assume that this is 
done throughout this paper whenever the left-hand side represents an element of V. 
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Proof. Let M be an m x k 2-balanced array mod v whose elements are 
precisely the set (1, - S). We construct the set of blocks [&I,..., [&,I from M 
as in Theorem 1. This takes care of all pairs of varieties whose distances are 
not divisible by t. 
For each j = l,..., (p - 1)/2, we construct a set of t blocks [Ai] = 
Lb 7 42. ,*.a, Ait} where Aji = (i,jt + i, 2jr + i ,..., (p - 1)jt + i). It is not 
hard to see that the it elements appearing in each [Aj] are all distinct, hence 
they are precisely the set V (the fact that p is prime is critical here). Further- 
more, each element in [Aj] has as its two neighbors precisely the two varieties 
in V which are at a distance jt from it. Consequently, the set of neighbors 
appearing in the t blocks [Aj] consists of the set of all pairs of varieties whose 
distance is jt exactly once. Therefore, [&I,..., [&], together with [Al], 
[A,],..., [A(p--l),2] form an ND(v, k, 1) and Theorem 2 is proved. 
As an illustration, let v = 15, k = 5, and h = 1. Here n = 7, t = 3, and 
S = [3, 61. We arrange I, - S = {1,2,4, 5, 7) into (1,2,4, 5, 7), a 2- 
balanced array mod 15. Then B1 = (1,2, 15,4,9) and 
f-1 2 15 4 9. 
2 3 1 5 10 
3 4 2 6 11 
4 5 3 7 12 
5 6 4 8 13 
6 7 5 9 14 
7 8 6 10 15 
[II,] = 8 9 7 11 1 
9 10 8 12 2 
10 11 9 13 3 
11 12 10 14 4 
12 13 11 15 5 
13 14 12 1 6 
14 15 13 2 7 
[A,l= f; lJ li ;;i^- 
The 21 blocks [B,], [A,], [A,] form an ND(15, 5, 1). Pairs whose distance 
is 1 are found in columns 1 and 2 of [B,], pairs whose distance is 3 are found 
in [A,], etc. 
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COROLLARY 2.1. Let k = p be an odd prime, v = 2n + 2, 2n + 1 = pt, 
s = {t, 2t )..., [(p - 1)/2]tj. rf (I, - S) can be arranged into a 2-balanced 
array mod v*, then we can construct an ND(v, k, 2). 
Proof. Let M be an arrangement of I, - S into an m Y k 2-balanced 
array mod v*. We form the array M* consisting of M, M, and the row 
(t, 2t, 2t,..., [(p -- 1)/2]t, [(p -. 1)/2]t, co, co). As in the proof of Theorem 2, 
the sets of blocks B(M*) constructed from M* contain as neighbors all pairs 
of varieties exactly twice except pairs of varieties whose distance is t, where 
they occur only once. Hence B(M*) together with [A,] form an ND(v, k, 2). 
Theorems I, 2, and Corollary 2.1 reduce the construction of many neighbor 
designs to the construction of 2-balanced arrays (or 2-balanced arrays 
mod v*). In [4, 51, we constructed large classes of these arrays. We state some 
of the theorems proved there which are pertinent to our construction of 
neighbor designs here. 
THEOREM 3 [4]. Let k :- 3, n > 1. Then I,^  can be arranged into an 
?N x k 2-balanced array if and only if A, -= 0 (mod k) and Xn(n i- 1) I- 0 
(mod 4). 
THEOREM 4 [5]. Let k :. 2, n ;- 1. Then I,” can be arranged into an m % k 
2-balanced array mod 2n + 1 if and onZy ifhn =g 0 (mod k). 
THEOREM 5 151. Let k > 2, 2n + 1 = kt, andS = {t, 2t ,..., [(k - 1)/2]tj, 
the set of integers <n which are multiples oft. Then (I, - S) can be arranged 
into an m x k 2-balanced array’ mod 2n + I, except when k = 3 and n = 4. 
We remark here that the proofs of Theorems 3, 4, and 5 are constructive 
in nature. However, they are too lengthy to be presented here anew. We ask 
the readers to see [4, 51 for details. 
Combining Theorems 2 and 5 and the following 
ND(9, 3, 1) = 
-1 2 4 
2 3 5 
3 4 6 
4 5 7 
5 6 8 
6 7 1 
7 8 2 
8 1 3 
1 5 9 
2 6 9 
3 7 9 
4 8 9 
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we have: 
COROLLARY 5.1. If v = 2n + 1 = pt wherep is an oddprime, then we can 
construct an ND(v, p, 1). 
COROLLARY 5.2. If v = 211 + 2. 2t1 + 1 = pt where p is an odd prime, 
then we can construct an ND(v, p, 2). 
Proof. Corollary 5.2 follows from Corollary 2.1 and Theorem 5 except 
when li = 3, n = 4. In this case, we take M as 
i 2 1  co 23 a3 4 1 
and the blocks generated from M together with the 3 blocks 
form the 30 blocks of an ND(10, 3, 2). 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF NEIGHBOR DESIGNS FOR k = p, AN ODD PRIME, OR 
k = 2i 
In this section, we show how we can construct neighbor designs for all 
values of v, k, A, with k = p, an odd prime, or k = 2i. For k = 3, neighbor 
designs are also triple systems, and we refer the reader to [3] for their 
construction, which uses the methods described in Theorems 1 and 2. 
In the rest of this section, we assume k is an odd prime greater than 3, or 
k = 2i. 
Let “ND(u, k, A) =P ND(v’, k’, A’)” denote the statement: “From an 
ND(v, k, A), we can construct an ND(u’, k’, A’).” Since we can take each block 
of an ND(v, k, A) t times to form a collection of blocks for ND(v, k, tA), 
we have 
LEMMA 1. ND(v, k, A) z- ND(v, k, tx). 
Given v and k, let h(v, k) be the smallest value of h such that o, k, h are 
parameters of a neighbor design, that is, the smallest value of h such that 
r = h(v - 1)/2 and b = Xu(v - 1)/2k are integers. It is clear that if v, k, h 
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are parameters of a neighbor design, then h = tX(v, k). In view of Lemma 1, 
we need only construct neighbor designs for h = X(0, k) and we shall there- 
fore assume X = h(u, k) in the rest of the paper. For k = p, an odd prime, 
we have then h = 1 or p if v is odd and h = 2 or 2p if v is even. 
We divide the construction into several cases. 
Case I. v = 2~2 + 1, h = 1, orp. 
Here b = Xvnjp. If p / An, then InA can be arranged into a An/p x p 
2-balanced array mod v by Theorem 4. Hence we can construct an ND(v, p, A) 
by Theorem 1. Ifp r An, then X = 1, v = 2n + 1 = pt, and we can construct 
such an ND(u, p, 1) by Corollary 5.1. 
Case II. 2, = 2n i 2, h = 2p. 
Here we arrange lzzP mto a 2(n + 1) x p 2-balanced array as follows. 
Since p > 5, we can write p as x1 -t x2 + .x~ t -‘cd where 1 ,( xi < p/2. 
Arrange (n, CD)~P into four rows r1 , rg, rg , r4 where ri = (p - 2Xi n’s 
followed by 2~~~0’s). If n = 1, these four rows form a 4 x p 2-balanced 
array. If 12 = 2, replace a 2 in each of rl and r2 by 1 and let r5 = r6 = (p - 1 
l’s followed by a 2). It is clear that the resulting six rows form a 6 x p 
2-balanced array. If n > 2, then I,““, can be arranged into a 2(n - 1) x p 
2-balanced array M by Theorem 3, and the four rows r1 , r2 , rQ, r4 together 
with M form a 202 + 1) x p 2-balanced array. Hence by Theorem 1, we can 
construct an ND(2n + 2, p, 2~). 
Case III. v = 2n + 2, h = 2. 
Hereb=2(n+1)(2n+l)/pandeitherp/n+lorpI2n+l. 
If p / 2n + 1, then we can construct an ND(2n + 2, p, 2) by Corollary 5.2. 
If p 1 n + 1, let n + 1 = pt, p = 3 + 21, 1 > 0. Let m = n + 1 - 2Zt = 
pt - 2lt = 3t; then I,” can be arranged into a 2t x 3 2-balanced array M 
by Theorem 3. The remaining 4Et numbers in 1r - I,2 (including a pair of 
co’s) occur in pairs and we adjoin them I pairs at a time to each of the 2t rows 
of M. Clearly, the resulting 2t x p array is an arrangement of I,*” into a 
2t x p 2-balanced array. Hence we can construct an ND(2n + 2, p, 2) by 
Theorem 1. 
Case IV. k = 2i, i > 1. 
If v = 2n + 1, then b = hn(2n + 1)/k and An = 2it. Hence I,^ can be 
arranged into a t i: k 2-balanced array by Theorem 3 if n > 1 and trivially, 
IIA can be arranged into a t x k 2-balanced array since k is even. If 
ZJ = 2n + 2, then X must be even, b = h(n + 1)(2n + 1)/k, and X(n + 1) = 2it. 
Clearly I,*^ can be arranged into a t x k 2-balanced array by putting 2i-1 
pairs of the same element from I, *’ into each row. Hence by Theorem 1, 
we can construct an ND(v, 2i, A). 
This completes the constructions required in this section. 
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4. NEIGHBOR DESIGNS WITH PROPERTY H 
A neighbor design ND(v, k, h) is said to have property H if the blocks of 
ND(v, k, X) can be arranged into a sequence BI , B, ,..., Bb such that, 
considering the B,‘s as sets of varieties, Bi f~ Bi+I -f 0 for i = I,..., b -- 1. 
We denote a neighbor design with property H by ND,(v, k, h). 
LEMMA 2. Zf ND(v, k, X) has v* blocks B, , B, ,..., B,, such that 
(1) E B, CT B, ,..., {i} E Bi n Bi+l ,..., {v*} E B,, n B, , then ND(v, k, X) has 
property H. 
Proof. Since any block must contain a variety from (1, 2,..., v*}, we can 
insert any block containing (i} between Bi and B,+l . Denoting by {Bi} the 
set of all blocks inserted between Bi and Bi+l , and exhausting all the 
remaining blocks in this manner, it is clear that BI , {B,}, B, , {B,},..., B,, , 
{B,,} with {Bi} sequenced in any order satisfies the condition for ND(v, k, h) 
to have property H. 
LEMMA 3. All neighbor designs constructed in Section III and all triple 
systems constructed in [3] have property H. 
Proof. We remark first that all neighbor designs constructed in Section III 
as well as all triple systems constructed in [3] use the methods indicated in 
the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. In almost all the cases, we can find a base 
block B containing a pair of neighbors whose distance is 1. Then the v* blocks 
[B] cyclically generated from B satisfy the assumption of Lemma 2. The 
only exception is when Z,, - S = ra in Theorem 2. In this case, however, 
v = 2n + 1 = p, t = 1, and each of the (p - 1)/2 blocks [A,], j = l,..., 
(p - I)/2 forming ND(p, p, 1) is actually some permutation of the p 
varieties. Clearly, these neighbor designs have property H, and Lemma 3 
is proved. 
A set of blocks {A} is said to be equivalent (a) to another set of blocks {B), 
if (A) and {B} as multisets of varieties contain exactly the same elements and 
the same set of pairs of neighbors. Here we generalize the concept of blocks 
slightly to allow {A} and {B} to contain blocks of various sizes. Tt is clear that 
if {A} and {Bt consist of blocks of the same size k, then (A} and {B} are inter- 
changeable as blocks in a neighbor design iff {A} M {B}. 
Given any block B = (a, , a2 ,..., a,), we denote by B(aJ the block 
(4 , ai+l ,..., a6, a, ,..., aiVl). It is clear that B and B(a,) are equivalent. Let 
i E Bkl n B,% where Bkl and Bka are two blocks of sizes k, and k, , respectively. 
Then the block Bkl + Bkz of size k, + k, obtained by concatenating Bkl(i) 
with B,*(i) is equivalent to {BkI , Bkz}. The operation + is defined only for 
pairs of blocks having a variety in common. It is commutative, associative, 
582+3/3-6 
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and also independent of the choice of i E Bkl n Blt$ in the sense that all 
blocks formed are equivalent. For example, 
(123) + (245) + (641) = (231245) + (641) = (452312416) 
% (123) + (452416) == (123164524). 
We now prove 
THEOREM 6. Let v, k, h be pruameters of a neighbor design and let k = k,k,, 
then NDH(v, k, , A) 2 ND,(v, k, A). 
Proof. Let b = Au(z) - 1)/2k and b, = Xv(v - 1)/2k, = bk, . Let B, , 
B 2 ,..., Bbl be the blocks of an ND&v, k, , A) such that Bi n Bi+l + .@ for 
i= 1 ,..., b, -- 1. Then the blocks 
4,’ = B(b--l)lr2-il + &-,)k,+p + ... -L Bm, 
form an ND(v, k, A). Clearly, this ND(v, k, A) also has property H. 
THEOREM 7. The necessary conditions (1 .l)-(1.4) are also sz@cient for the 
existence of an ND,(v, k, h). 
Proof. The neighbor designs constructed for k = 2 or z’ = 2 clearly 
have property H. The neighbor designs, ND(v, k, A) where h = th(v, k), 
constructed by taking t copies of a NDH(v, k, h(v, k)) also have property H. 
In all other cases, ND,(v, k, A) can be constructed as in Section III if k is an 
odd prime or 2i and by Theorem 6 if k has an odd prime factor. 
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